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The recent snow has been both good and bad for the industry.
Retailers of cabinet heaters and their cylinders have been very
pleased about the adverse weather conditions; drivers of delivery
lorries have been cursing the weather and the lack of road gritting.

Staff at Cambrian Gas spent two days digging out the company’s
Wrexham depot but only one member of staff didn’t make it into
work.

“We deliver gas, not excuses,” said Pat Ardis at Cambrian Gas.
“Our staff were brilliant, working late making deliveries and in difficult
conditions.”

The weather conditions were so difficult over such a large part of
the country that the Department for Transport agreed to an
emergency relaxation of the EU drivers’ hours and working time
rules for two weeks in January. I’m sure the industry’s rural
customers, in particular, would want to say a huge thank you to all
the drivers who put in such a herculean effort to make sure they had
fuel to heat their homes in below freezing temperatures.

Rob Shuttleworth, chief executive of UKLPG, said: “The weather
offered some real challenges for those involved in bulk lpg,
highlighting the need for councils to review their salt supplies and
decisions on the priority routes for winter 2010. It emphasises the
gas suppliers’ heroic efforts to get through to their customers.”

With more snow forecast for February, lets hope that councils
handle the logistics better this time around.
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The Government’s boiler
scrappage scheme was
launched in January, enabling
homeowners in England to
receive a £400 discount towards
the supply and fit of a new
SEDBUK A-rated boiler when
scrapping a G-rated boiler unit,
subject to meeting certain
criteria.

The Energy Saving Trust
(EST), which administers the
scheme, has stated that the
scheme’s £50m funding could
run out as soon as March due to
its high popularity.

A spokesperson for the
Department of Energy and

Climate Change (DECC) said:
“The scheme’s been very
popular. We’re very happy with
the take up. There are vouchers
available and people should
apply for the scheme.”

The Commission On Rural
Communities has said it is
pleased that rural households
with lpg and oil fired boilers will
now be eligible for the scheme.

A spokesman said: “We have
been highlighting the needs of
the 36 per cent of rural
households without a mains gas
connection to the Government.
Improving housing energy
efficiency and tackling fuel

poverty is a key issue for rural
areas due to the high number of
hard to treat homes.”

The 2009 Housing Condition
Survey found that 50 per cent of
homes in sparse areas and 25
per cent in village centres have a
Standard Assessment
Procedure for Energy Efficiency
(SAP) rating below 30,
compared to only eight per cent
in urban areas. Homes with a
SAP rating below 35 are
classified as extremely energy
inefficient and a health hazard.

For more information, visit
www.boilerscrappagescheme.co.uk

Boiler Scheme to Benefit Rural Homes

The Institution of Gas
Engineers and Managers
(IGEM) has welcomed its first
Gas Technician member
following the launch of a new
grade of membership for
individuals working on gas
installations and maintenance.
The new grade is open to all
on the Gas Safe Register.

The new member, Paul
Gorton, employed with City
Holdings plc, said: “It is
important that gas
technicians understand the
difference between having
registration with Gas Safe and
holding Gas Technician status
with IGEM. Membership of
the professional body and
progression to higher grades
will give a clear indication to
employers, businesses and
other gas professionals that
the technician is keen to be
identified as one who takes
pride in their achievements
and will work to the highest
standards expected within
our industry.” 

Historically, IGEM has
focused its activities on the
development of engineering
technicians, and incorporated
and chartered engineers from
the upstream gas industry.
With the introduction of Gas
Safe Register, IGEM says it is
recognising the value and
technical expertise of Gas
Safe engineers downstream
of the meter.

Andy Wagg, IGEM’s chief
executive, said: “IGEM
membership serves to
demonstrate commitment to
employees through ongoing
learning, development,
professional recognition and
competence to customers,
lifting you above Gas Safe
registration.”

For a limited time, all gas
technicians will receive a free
copy of IGEM/UP/1B/Edition
2 when they join IGEM.
Contact the Institution of Gas
Engineers and Managers on
01509 678 152
www.igem.org.uk

IGEM
Launches
New Grade

Staff at Countrywide Energy
have raised over £31,000 for
cancer charities in their first
year of fundraising. The 812
staff from across
Countrywide’s energy,
agriculture and retail
businesses came up with
many ideas to raise money
for Cancer Research UK and
the James Whale Fund For
Kidney Cancer. 

David Asquith,
Countrywide’s director of
energy, said: “Not only have
our staff raised over £31,000,
but we have had a great time
doing so as well. Hundreds of
employees have been involved
in one way or another, whether
its bungee jumping 150 feet
towards the car park, baking
cakes or buying an item in the
fashion sale.

“It’s amazing just how
many people have had their
lives touched by cancer,
myself included, and it’s so
rewarding to be able to make
a difference, however small,

by getting involved and
becoming a fundraiser. We
are all chuffed to bits.” 

Many of Countrywide’s
suppliers also donated to the
cause and raised £3,900.

Countrywide Raises First Donation

L–R: David Asquith, Sonia Meyrick and Gemma Crewe
from Countrywide; Maria Parker from Cancer Research
UK; Bob Lewis and Charlotte Mulveagh from Countrywide.

Calor Gas Ltd has agreed a six
figure sponsorship deal for the
new series of Five’s Build A New
Life In The Country. The deal
marks the first TV campaign for
Calor in ten years.

Five’s director of sales Kelly
Williams said: “We’re delighted
to have been able to entice Calor
Gas back to the broadcast
arena. This sponsorship
package is a perfect fit for both

Calor and Five, as Build A New
Life In The Country underscores
the company’s brand
messages.”

Calor’s marketing strategy for
2010, which will include the
sponsorship deal, will target the
estimated two million off mains
UK households. Calor has also
appointed former Superdrug
head of marketing Sarah
Haythornthwaite as its new

marketing manager.
Jon Tanner, sales and marketing

director at Calor, said: “This year is
a pivotal year for Calor as we
celebrate our 75th anniversary. As
well as embarking on our first TV
campaign for ten years, we’re also
refreshing our PR strategy and
other marketing communications
to reflect the dynamic, progressive
and innovative nature of the Calor
brand.”

Calor Back on TV
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Plans have been unveiled to
create a line of light along the
length of Hadrian’s Wall on March
13. There will be around 500 lpg
powered lights at 250 metre
intervals along the 84 mile
Hadrian’s Wall Path National Trail.

Bullfinch Equipment Ltd and
Calor Gas Ltd have both been
involved in the design of the
torches and the building of a
prototype.

The event is being produced
by John Farquhar-Smith who
was the technical director for the
handover ceremony for London
2012 at the closing of the Beijing
2008 Olympics.

He said: “I’m delighted to be
directing this extraordinary

event. It really is a once in a
lifetime opportunity to create a
line of light stretching from one
side of England to the other.

“Andrew Williams at Bullfinch
was totally the right person to get
involved in the design of the
torches. We have experimented
with gas flow, pressures and
different prototypes. We have
come up with an elegant, safe and
99.9 per cent wind proof solution.” 

The first light will be illuminated
at Wallsend in the northeast, with
the line of light making its way to
Bowness on Solway in Cumbria
over the following hour. The
project is led by Hadrian’s Wall
Heritage Ltd and forms part of the
programme of festivals and events

developed by culture10 in the
northeast and the Lakes Alive
programme in Cumbria presented
by Kendal Arts International and
Manchester International Arts.

Linda Tuttiett, chief executive
of Hadrian’s Wall Heritage, said:
“In partnership with local people,
we wanted to do something
really quite extraordinary to bring
to life Britain’s longest and
greatest piece of heritage and
celebrate the landscape of
Hadrian’s Wall country. What
could be more spectacular than
a line of light that will stretch from
coast to coast illuminating this
stunning World Heritage site?”

The Romans built small forts,
known as mile castles, along the

wall at intervals of one Roman
mile. Between each mile castle,
and spaced one third of a
Roman mile apart, were a series
of turrets. The plan is to create a
point of light where all the mile
forts and turrets were located,
with an additional point of light
between each of them.

Julie Tait, director of Lakes
Alive, said: “Illuminating
Hadrian’s Wall is an important
and exciting part of our four-year
programme building up to
London 2012, which is all about
bringing to life the rich and
spectacular landscapes and
heritage of Cumbria through
inspiring world class outdoor
arts events.”

Illuminating Hadrian’s Wall

Summerways Bridge Gas
Distribution Services has
agreed to pay Calor Gas Ltd
£75,000 after 262 undeclared
Calor cylinders were found at
Summerways’ premises in
Weston Super Mare. Calor

applied to the High Court for
a search and seizure order in
November.

Paul Blacklock, head of
strategy and corporate affairs
at Calor, said: “Summerways
and Calor have agreed a

settlement of the action by way
of a consent order.
Summerways have accepted a
renewed injunction against
their handling Calor’s cylinders
and are paying Calor £75,000 in
costs and damages in addition

to any costs they have to pay
to their own lawyers.

“Calor Gas continues to be
vigilant in enforcing its rights
against those whom it detects
to be unlawfully handling or
interfering with its cylinders.”

Summerways Pays Cylinder Cost

Artist’s impression of the line of light along Hadrian’s Wall.
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I am not seeking to make light of
the devastating events at the ICL
factory in 2004 but, considering
that the pipework was never
intended to be buried, was not
to current standards and had
been neglected throughout its
life, is it any wonder it failed? The
aim of an lpg engineer is to
design and fabricate a product
that is fit for purpose and safe to
use, a process that starts with
proper design and other factors
that contribute to a good job.

SIZING
No tradesman wants the
embarrassment of installing
undersized pipework, and this is
where flow charts are invaluable.
Two charts keep me right – a
Fusion publication for
underground PE pipe, and a
chart in my vintage copy of the
Calor Gas Dealer Information
Booklet (May 1968 edition) for
aboveground low-pressure
pipework. When talking to
prospective customers, they
often say: “Your competitor is
quoting for smaller pipe than
yours”, which makes me wonder
whether their under-sizing
results from ignorance or cost
cutting.

MATERIALS
Reference to relevant Codes of
Practice ensures that the correct
specification of pipe is used,
although some newer pipe
products not mentioned in the
codes are appropriate. Tracpipe,
distributed by Omegaflex, is a

suitable alternative to galvanised
mild steel pipe for aboveground
low-pressure use. It’s made of
corrugated stainless steel
construction with plastic
coating, is flexible and supplied
in 30 or 50 metre coils.

Its advantage is in saving
installation time – a 50 metre run
of 28mm pipe in a poultry shed
can be completed in less than a
third of the time of galvanised
steel pipe. Also, joints and
connections are minimised,
reducing the risk of escapes.

Jointing compounds can also
be an issue. There are still
instances of standard grade
plumbers PTFE tape being
used, as well as pastes suitable
only for natural gas. Education is
the key.

GOOD PRACTICE
Correct materials can be
compromised by poor practice.
A good example is the burying of
PE pipe.

I recently responded to an
emergency call where a digger
had fractured an underground
supply. The pipe was less than

15cm below the surface, and no
warning tape had been used –
no wonder the digger driver
snagged it. In this respect,
helpful customers can be a
liability – their offer to lay and
backfill runs of pipe to save an
installer’s time is a risk.

As an installer, I need to see
how deep the trench is before I
start laying pipe, as some
people’s idea of 600mm depth is
amusing. A spade’s depth does
not equal 600mm.

Another example is the use of
metal risers from underground
PE pipe. We are currently
inspecting installations and
finding a high proportion of
metal risers that have never
received protective coating. This
omission cannot be explained
by any change in working
standards, only by poor
installation practice.

ONGOING MAINTENANCE
The Gill Report highlighted the
need for regular inspection and
maintenance of pipework. Up to
now, customers have, at worst,
viewed this maintenance as an
avoidable expense, or at best
been ignorant of their
obligations.

I am involved in the inspection
and replacement of
underground metal pipe, and
customers regularly say: “I
thought the pipework was the
gas supplier’s responsibility.”
Unclear understanding between
the user and the gas supplier
seems to be an ongoing issue.

Going forward, greater
awareness will ensure timely
testing and maintenance.

UNSAFE SITUATIONS
We should pay close attention to
the action required when faced
with an installation that is
classed as ‘Immediately
Dangerous’ or ‘At Risk’, as
summarised in pages 61–68 of
The Gas Industry Unsafe
Situations Procedure – 6th
Edition. Immediately Dangerous
situations are thankfully very
rare, but At Risk installations are
more common (e.g. tank too
close to ignition source or drain.)

Such instances call for the
engineer to label the installation
(i.e. tank) ‘DO NOT USE’ and to
advise both the customer and
gas supplier, obtaining written
acknowledgement from the
customer that their attention has
been drawn to the situation.
From experience, such
situations result in protracted
(often heated) discussion
between user and gas supplier,
during which time the installation
remains in use and at risk.
Should we strive for At Risk
situations to be speedily
remedied?

Pipework should not be a fit
and forget commodity. Proper
installation practice and regular
inspection and testing are a
small premium to pay if it
prevents another ICL incident.
Contact Focus Consultants
on 01434 608388
www.focusconsultants.org

INSTALLING
PROPER
PRACTICE
By David Blakemore, Focus Consultants

Reading press stories following the publication
of the Gill Report one might believe that all lpg
pipework is inherently dangerous, and
underground metal pipe the work of the devil.

Shaun Heppell checks a fitting prior to electrofusion.

David Blakemore.



IF IT’S AUTOGAS EQUIPMENT
IT HAS TO BE

COMBINED GAS SYSTEMS
• COMBINED GAS SYSTEMS is the LEADING DISTRIBUTOR for FISHER LPG CONTROLS, FAS

AUTOGAS DISPENSERS & EQUIPMENT and GREINER SHUT   OFF VALVES and FITTINGS.

• We are pleased to offer our CLIENTS many NEW and INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS from the WIDE
RANGE manufactured by these MARKET LEADERS.

• We offer COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS backed by FIRST CLASS ENGINEERING SUPPORT for
ALL PRODUCTS in our range.

• For FURTHER INFORMATION phone 01925 767217 today.

Warrington Office: 13 Brookfield Road, Culcheth, Warrington, Cheshire WA3 4PB Tel: 01925 767217  Fax: 01925 762670
Doncaster Office: Unit 3a, Plumtree Farm Industrial Estate, Harworth, Doncaster, South Yorks DN11 8EW Tel: 01302 711247

Key Lockable
Ball Valves

LPG Control
Equipment
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There is united recognition
across the lp gas industry that
lpg systems with buried metallic
pipework installed 20 to 30
years ago have the potential to
fail with catastrophic results.

The principal findings from the
Gill Report following the fatal
explosion at Maryhill, Glasgow,
in 2004 still stand. The report
recommended that ageing
buried metallic pipework
between lpg bulk tanks and a
building should be replaced with
PE, and that lpg systems
generally should be supported
with a more rigorous risk
assessment and inspection
regime to ensure their integrity
and safety for the future.

Generally, lpg systems are
installed when domestic or
commercial sites are beyond
practical and economic reach of
the natural gas network, with
sites including Ministry of
Defence (MoD) bases, farms
and caravan parks. Some lpg
installations have been in
operation for about 30 years,
and recent surveys show that
some systems have had little or
no maintenance with regards to
buried and aboveground
pipework.

Corroding buried metallic lpg
systems may fail due to
disturbance by machinery or
plant movement over the
existing pipe routes, the
crossing of the existing lpg
networks while installing other
new buried services, or failure
due to corrosion itself. The

recent cold weather could play
its part, with hard ground frosts
causing ground heave with the
potential to further weaken
already corroded buried lpg
metallic pipes as they leave
buildings and tank bases.

The renewal of lpg buried
metallic mains and services is
paramount to ensure the safety
of employees who maintain lpg
systems, as well as other
employees and members of the
public. The Health & Safety
Executive (HSE) is encouraging
lpg suppliers and system
owners to register their systems,
actively encouraging an lpg
pipework replacement
programme to reduce the
potential recurrence of an
incident. The failure of an lpg
system can potentially result in
injuries, fatalities and extensive
property damage, as well as the
financial and reputational cost to
a company.

Morland Utilities recently
completed an lpg replacement
project for Landmarc Support
Services Ltd at Westdown Camp
in Wiltshire. Landmarc provides
fully integrated facilities
management services to the MoD
at Westdown Camp and other
MoD sites on Salisbury Plain.

The MoD’s investment at
Westdown Camp was intended
to improve the living
accommodation of soldiers
undergoing military training. The
project included replacing the
existing lpg buried metallic mains
with 2.5km of new buried PE

mains and services, supplying
112 billets fed from nine tank
farms totalling 36 tanks and
holding 72 tonnes of lpg.

Morland Utilities completed a
site survey and network design
for the project and advised on
the optimum sizes and routes for
existing and new loads
throughout the military camp. In
addition, some existing bulk
storage tanks were relocated
with associated minor civil
engineering for new concrete
bases and tank farm fencing.

With the installation of new PE
mains and services, new
regulators for the tanks and
service entries were installed
and commissioned, ensuring
good operation and
maintenance for the future.
Morland Utilities utilised its
experienced team, including
supervisors and team leaders
onsite, who were able to
complete the lpg installation on
time and within budget.

Larger sites, such as
Westdown Camp, have
benefited from innovative design
techniques that have enabled
the project to be more cost
efficient and have less impact on
the environment during
construction. The lpg network at
Westdown Camp has been
designed as an elevated low
pressure system, resulting in
smaller pipe diameters that give
greater flexibility in terms of
distributing lpg around the
network and the positioning of
tank farms.

Key economic benefits are the
real savings associated with the
use of smaller pipe diameters;
smaller pipe sizing equates to
smaller excavation sizes,
reducing backfilling and
reinstatement materials, with less
draw on natural resources. The
lpg system is controlled with first
and second stream regulators
with automatic shut-off
positioned on the tanks with a 75
mbar outlet pressure, and third
stage regulators, including shut-
off devices, being fitted at service
entries, providing final reduction
to working pressure for appliance
burns and internal pipework. All
service entries are housed within
a lockable meter box or kiosk,
giving the equipment protection
from the elements.

Morland Utilities has been
working with lpg and natural gas
installations since the late 1990s
and has continued to invest in its
people, business infrastructure,
equipment and industry
accreditation, allowing the
company to meet the
requirements and expectations
of the industry and its clients.

Morland Utilities can offer lpg
buried system owners or
maintainers a prompt and
efficient lpg survey service,
design and PE mains
replacement service, including
any new tank arrangements,
associated civil engineering and
final commissioning.   
Contact Morland Utilities on
01952 681981
www.morland–utilities.co.uk

REPLACING THE
BOOT CAMP
By Steve Holland, managing director,
Morland Utilities

Morland Utilities has recently replaced buried
metallic lpg pipework at Westdown Camp in
Wiltshire, helping to improve the living
accommodation of soldiers undergoing 
military training. 

L–R: Jim Kirk, gas technician at Morland Utilities and Brian Blake,
gas technician at Landmarc Support Services.



Morland Utilities have been
working with LPG and Natural
Gas installations since the late
90’s, see the article on the 
opposite page. 

What can Morland Utilities do for
you?

As part of a complete LPG network service: -

• Inspection of Metallic Buried LPG Systems
• Design of Replacement and New LPG Networks
• Replace Corroded Buried LPG Networks with PE
• Construct New LPG Networks and Ancillaries
• Install Tank Farms, Tank Bases and Fencing
• Replacement of Regulator Streams and Meter Boxes
• Associated Civils including Trenchless Technologies

Can our engineers help you with your LPG system?

Telephone: 01952 681 981
e-mail: sales@morland-utilities.co.uk
Web-site: www.morland-utilities.co.uk

Tankgas Equipment Ltd

Tel: 0121 506 2760     Fax 0121 506 2769

RegO: World’s most comprehensive range of Industrial
Regulators, Valves and Equipment

Smith Pumps: Positive Displacement LPG Pumps

Liqua-Tech: Flowmeters

Full Circle: Swivel Connectors and Flowmeter Vent Flanges

LG Equipment: GasGuard Refuelling Nozzles

Manchester: Self Fill FLT Cylinders

Rochester: Float Gauges & Remote Systems

Specialist Stockist & Distributors to the LP Gas Industry

Email: info@tankgas.co.uk Web site: www.tankgas.co.uk
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In May 2004, an explosion caused
a catastrophic building collapse at
ICL Plastics Ltd in Glasgow,
resulting in nine deaths and 45
serious injuries to site personnel.
There were many factors that
contributed to the disaster, but the
main cause identified was the
failure of the steel lpg pipe, caused
by corrosion.

Clearly, the problem from the
point of view of the pipe owner is
determining the actual condition
of any underground pipe
carrying hazardous products.
Testing underground pipes
proves their integrity on the day,
but pipes cannot be tested
every day – or can they?

Brugg Pipesystems
manufactures a number of high
integrity pipe systems that can be
continuously monitored by
permanent leak detection. In the
case of a leak, these systems will
immediately give an audible and
visual indication of the leak; in
addition they can also be
interfaced to pumps and valves
to shut down the
process.

Orange
County has
been distributing
Brugg Flexwell
pipework to the
major lpg
suppliers and
autogas
forecourt
industries in the
UK for more

Pipe is typically supplied as a
site specified length in a coil or as
a longer length on a wooden reel;
handling of the pipe is similar to a
cable or heavyweight hose. Pipe
end connections use a
compression type graphite seal to
produce a gas tight termination
and are available in threaded or
flanged configurations.

No hot work is required and
most connectors are fitted
onsite using only hand tools. All
pipe assemblies are subjected
to a leak pressure test when
installed and terminated at site,
before and after back filling.

Leak detection systems
approved to EN13160 Class 1
are available to permanently
monitor the completed pipe
system for leaks, meaning that a
pipe system does not have to be
shut down to be tested. 

Brugg Flexwell lpg pipe has a
number of advantages over
traditional steel or plastic pipes.
Stainless steel 316 is highly
corrosion resistant and is used
extensively by the offshore
industry to resist the severe
corrosion that affects unprotected
carbon steel caused by the
atmospheric conditions.

Stainless steel is impervious to
liquids and is not permeable to
gases. Non-metallic pipework is
permeable to a degree, and may
need a permeation barrier to
reduce permeation to an
acceptable level. Permeation
barriers are not usually continuous

over electrofusion joints.
All underground pipework is

vulnerable to damage where it
comes out of the ground.
Metallic pipework is tougher and
more resistant to mechanical
damage than non-metallic pipe.

In contrast to MDPE, Brugg
Flexwell pipe is immune to
ultraviolet and ozone degradation
and is suitable for both
underground and aboveground
installations. It can withstand
much higher temperatures than
MDPE and is therefore more
resistant to fire. The typical melting
point of MDPE is 120–130ºC and
the typical melting point of
stainless steel is 1,5100C.

MDPE pipework can only be
installed when surrounded by
clean ground and cannot be
installed unprotected above
ground level. Brugg pipework can
be run above and below ground
and in both concrete trenches
and ducts. Brugg Flexwell pipe
cannot be damaged by rodents
and is suitable for burial in
contaminated ground.

Stainless steel is conductive
and will dissipate static charge.
Normal MDPE pipework can act
as an insulator. Brugg pipework
is therefore easier to ground
where there is any danger of
building up a static charge due
to the velocity of the medium
passing through the pipework.
Contact Orange County Ltd
on 01388 813433
www.orangecounty.co.uk

PUTTING PIPE
TO THE TEST
By Malcolm Birchall, application engineer,
Orange County Ltd

The main recommendation of the ICL Inquiry is
that all underground metallic service lpg vapour
pipework should be replaced with MDPE
(plastic) pipework. However, the inquiry did not
seem to consider some inherent deficiencies in
MDPE pipework, only its corrosion resistance.

LP GAS MAGAZINE FEBRUARY/MARCH 2010

than 12 years. In that time, we
have supplied over 150,000
metres of lp gas liquid pipework
on over 1,200 projects for the
underground lpg transfer market.

Brugg Flexwell lpg safety pipe is
a flexible composite pipe
consisting of a single or double
walled, helically convoluted pipe
made from corrosion resistant
stainless steel 316 material
encased in an extruded
polyethylene outer jacket. The pipe
has been specifically designed and
developed for the reliable transfer
of hazardous or flammable liquids,
including lpg in its vapour or liquid
phases, and it can be safely
installed below or aboveground.

Brugg Flexwell lpg pipe is
completely factory tested and is
manufactured in standard
lengths of 1,000 metres, but can
also be produced to order in
continuous length up to 2km,
dependant on bore size. The
pipe has a maximum working
pressure of 25 bar and a
minimum burst pressure of over
100 bar. Each batch produced is
subjected to two burst tests to
check the strength, consistency
and quality and subjected to a
helium leakage pressure test.

Brugg Flexwell pipe is designed
with a minimum design life of 30
years, with many installations
exceeding this milestone. It is long
lasting, lightweight and strong,
and the system is quick and easy
to install by rolling or pulling into
position.

Orange County distributes Brugg Flexwell pipework.
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ProFuse pipe coils.

The current lpg pipeline network
replacement programme will see
buried metallic pipes running
from lpg storage vessels to
commercial premises being
replaced with polyethylene (PE)
pipes after the recently
published Gill Report. Domestic
premises will follow in due
course.

The UK lp gas industry is
widely acknowledged to be one
of the safest and most advanced
in the world, with a generally
excellent track record – and
plastic pipes have been used to
safely transport gas for over 50
years. Radius Systems has been
supplying the gas industry
throughout this period with
plastic pipes, including the latest
high performing PE pipes in a
range of diameters for various
applications. 

There are several operators
who are forging the way in the
future use of lp gas pipelines and
successfully responding to
unique challenges at the same
time. Jersey Gas, part of the
International Energy Group, is
one example, where the mains
gas supply on the island is a
mixture of lpg and air. The lpg is
mixed with air in a production
facility to create the mains,
which supplies commercial and
domestic customers on the
island. 

Some parts of the island do
not have mains gas. However,
‘neat’ lpg can be supplied via
semi and mini bulk tanks or
cylinders. Some individual
properties supplied by cylinders
are treated as metered
customers, with Jersey Gas
monitoring and changing out the
cylinders as required to ensure
the customer’s supply is not
interrupted by run out. 

Jersey Gas has been one of
the early adopters replacing
metallic with PE pipes for lpg
transportation, and it selected
Radius Systems’ ProFuse
peelable skin gas pipe for a
particular application.  

Jersey Gas found that
standard open cut pipe
replacement would have been
very time consuming, disruptive
to customers and costly. The
company therefore looked at slip
lining a specially manufactured
size of PE pipe through the
existing 12-inch metallic gas
main. This was a highly
successful operation and has
saved both time and costs.

A bespoke pipe size (296mm)
was manufactured by Radius
Systems to go inside the existing
12-inch main. ProFuse, a PE
pipe with a peelable outer skin to
protect the inner core, was the
selected pipe type. Slip lining
(inserting a new pipe within an
old one) saves significant
disruption and reduces the need
to dig open trenches
everywhere. 

The revolutionary ProFuse
peelable gas pipe system has a
tough outer yellow skin
(polypropylene) specially bonded
to the core PE inner pipe during
manufacture and permanently
marked with brown (SDR21),
green (SDR26) or red (SDR17.6)
lines running parallel with the
pipe’s length to indicate its
multilayer properties and
dimension ratio. The skin
remains on the pipe during
storage and installation, and is
only removed if joints or service

off takes need to be made. 
In these cases, a simple

peeling tool is used to expose
the perfectly clean inner pipe
surface, removing the need to
pipe scrape. This provides
significant savings in time, whilst
also ensuring considerably
improved joint quality. The tough
outer skin provides protection
for a variety of trenchless
techniques and makes ProFuse
a highly advanced PE pipe
system.

A range of electrofusion
fittings is also available for use
with the ProFuse gas system.

Radius Systems provides key
training on the ProFuse system
to fill skills gaps and ensure
operators apply best practice
installation techniques, saving
time and cost, but at the same
time ensuring high long-term
performance in the ground. With
the approved replacement
programme now underway for
lpg pipes, appropriate training
will be of increasing importance
for all installers.

Training courses can be
carried out at Radius Systems’
Derbyshire base or onsite
anywhere in the UK. The gas
courses are approved to City
and Guilds and EUS standards.
Contact Radius Systems Ltd
on 01773 811112
www.radius-systems.co.uk

ENSURING A
SAFE PIPE
NETWORK
by Derek Muckle, product & technical
director, Radius Systems Ltd

The fact that the Health & Safety Executive
referred to plastic pipes as ‘newer and more
robust’ is a significant milestone in the
recognition of plastic pipes as being the preferred
material for carrying lpg at particular diameters.

ProFuse in SDR26 replacing metallic mains.
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Safety standards are getting
better across industry even if
there is still, and probably always
will be, room for improvement.
The other important
consideration is efficiency, and
this can often be easier to justify
in hard commercial terms.

With simple handling
equipment, drivers will be able to
work on their own without
needing assistance from a
colleague, and this offers direct
benefits in productivity and
labour costs. Of course, there
are some health and safety
considerations.

Current manual handling
legislation recommends lifting no
more than 25kg. One way
around this is for two or more
people to work together so that
their ‘share’ is less than the
recommended limit. But this is
neither practical nor economical
in most delivery and collection
operations.

A better option is to avoid the
need for manual handling
altogether by providing
employees with a simple and
effective way to handle loads
mechanically. For loading and
unloading commercial vehicles,
the choice often comes down to
a crane or platform lift.

For most businesses, the cost
of installing a crane or platform
lift on a new vehicle, or
retrofitting to existing vehicles,
can easily be justified when
compared to the additional
costs of employing a driver’s
mate. The basic cost, including
installation, for the type of unit
required to handle loads

encountered by most lp gas
suppliers will probably be the
same as a month’s salary for an
employee. Spreading the cost
over the likely lifetime of the
vehicle makes the investment
even easier to justify, and that is
before any health and safety and
duty of care considerations
come into play.

Vehicle mounted Swing Lift
cranes from Penny Hydraulics
are suitable for loads weighing
up to 2,000kg. Lightweight and
compact models with maximum
loads of 250, 500 or 1,000kg
are most likely to be popular with
lpg suppliers.

They can be fitted to almost
any kind of commercial vehicle,
including vans, pickups, 4x4s
and even trailers to offer flexible

and versatile load handling
capabilities. A wide range of
options, including electric winch,
full hydraulic operation, remote
controls and a selection of
attachments, ensures users can
specify a crane ideally suited to
their requirements.

Vehicle mounted platform lifts
from Penny Hydraulics include
models that can be installed at
the side or rear of the vehicle for
loads up to 550kg. Platform lifts
are ideal for delivery and
collection applications when the
load can be rolled on and off the
platform using a trolley, sack
barrow or pallet truck.

Options include a choice of
platform size, aluminium, steel or
mesh platforms and remote
control. No manual lifting is

required and a single person can
complete the entire process
quickly and easily.

One of the most important
tasks for many lp gas suppliers
is the safe and efficient retrieval
of empty bottles. On building
sites, for example, empty bottles
are often left in locations not
easily accessed by delivery
vehicles. Many suppliers and
local authorities face similar
problems when collecting
waste.

Ideal for this application is an
Emergency Gas Trailer. This has
a unique hydraulic crane and
electric winch that simply
powers off the vehicle’s tow bar
electrics for the safe and efficient
recovery of lp gas cylinders that
have been discarded, for
example, down a motorway
embankment or railway siding.

Alternatively, one of the
innovative mobile tracked
cranes recently introduced by
Penny Hydraulics could be
used. Two different models are
available, providing potential
users with a choice, depending
on their specific requirements.

Penny Hydraulics designs,
manufactures and services lifting
and load handling equipment for
use in a wide range of
applications. Products include
the Swing Lift range of medium
duty cranes for use on pickups,
drop sides and flatbeds, and the
Step Lift, Load Lift and Tail Lift
lifting platform ranges for use on
pickups, drop sides and vans.
Contact Penny Hydraulics on
01246 811475
www.pennyhydraulics.com

INVESTING IN
SAFE HANDLING
By Richard Short, sales director, 
Penny Hydraulics

Any responsible employer will recognise the
need to provide employees with the right sort
of equipment to do their jobs safely and comply
with existing legislation.

Swing Lift cranes can be fitted to almost any vehicle.

The cost of installing a crane or platform lift can be easily justified.
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Rotherham based glass
manufacturer Beatson Clark says
it has improved the productivity
of its forklift truck fleet thanks to
the service and support of
Forkway Group, a key authorised
dealer for Yale.

Beatson Clark manufactures
glass packaging for the
pharmaceutical, beverage and
food industries and its furnaces
are burning 24 hours a day. A
reliable fleet of forklift trucks is
essential to keep the production
line running and Forkway’s
Doncaster branch helped
Beatson Clark determine that the
ideal solution would be seven Yale
Veracitor VX 3.5 tonne lpg forklift
trucks fitted with fork positioners
for double pallet handling.

The new trucks, which form
part of Beatson Clark’s total fleet
of 18 forklifts, has enabled the
company to reduce the number of
forklift trucks required for this
application from nine to seven.
Beatson Clark’s purchasing
manager Jonathan Styles says it
was Forkway’s approach to
aftercare and service that
prompted them to turn to the
company when replacing Beatson
Clark’s forklift truck fleet.

He said: “Eighteen months ago,
we were running a fleet of ageing

and unreliable forklift trucks.
Forkway provided a full repair and
maintenance contract for the fleet
that enabled us to extend its
lifespan before investing in a new
fleet of VX forklift trucks. We were
impressed by the service and
dedication to customer care
demonstrated by Forkway,
making them the obvious choice
to supply our new forklift fleet.

“The reliability of our fleet is
essential to the smooth running
of our business. We run a 24/7
manufacturing operation so our
equipment is in use for up to 80
hours per week. It is vital that we
have a maintenance contract that
helps us to eliminate
unnecessary downtime and
allows us to maintain our
reputation for being able to
deliver on time all of the time.”

Each forklift is required to lift

four crates, weighing a total of 1.6
tonnes, to a maximum height of
six metres. They are used to
transport pallets of glass
containers at various stages of the
production process around the
factory, and to move the finished
product from warehouses to
vehicles that deliver to customers
in the UK and abroad.

The forklifts have been fitted
with all weather cabs with heater,
demister, screen and screen wash
and, at the specific request of the
drivers, have been modified to
include CD players, fabric swivel
seats and foot directional control.
They are fitted with Techtronix 100
transmission systems, which offer
auto deceleration for smooth auto
braking, controlled power reversal,
reducing tyre wear by up to 50 per
cent, and controlled roll back on
ramps, giving operators more

control, says Yale.
The forklift trucks have been

modified to include cascade
double pallet handling
attachments to lift two pallets at
a time. Two of the forklifts have
also been adapted to include
three stage triplex masts
suitable for loading containers,
which has eliminated the need
to have two separate forklifts for
each operation.

Jonathan said: “Forkway
doesn’t take a one size fits all
approach and has been very
flexible in accommodating our
specific application requirements.
They don’t just provide the
product, they provide a service as
well. Nothing is ever too much
trouble for them.”

Richard Greaves, group sales
director of Forkway, said: “We
enjoy an almost unique
relationship with Beatson Clark,
being true business partners. We
have built our business on the
back of genuine customer care,
and the bespoke agreement we
have with Beatson Clark is a good
example of how we strive to meet
our customers’ needs.”

Contact Yale on 
01252 770700 
www.yale-forklifts.eu

Glass Act Improving Productivity

FFTs allow direct refueling
from bulk vessels.

Yale Veracitor forklifts at work at Beatson Clark.

In the current financial
climate, businesses need to
work harder for profits.
Downtime needs to be
minimised and operators
require fleets that respond
quickly and effectively. Calor
Gas Ltd says one of the
easiest ways to reduce
downtime is to use fixed fuel
tanks (FFT).

Calor’s national account
manager Jason Whitwell
said: “A number of major
forklift truck manufacturers
offer FFTs and, at Calor, we
supply FFTs in 55 litre and 70
litre capacities. Both
versions are mounted onto
the back of the forklift and
allow direct refuelling from
onsite bulk lpg tanks. 

“Calor’s own FFTs are
designed and constructed in
accordance with the
European Pressure
Equipment Directive (PED)
and issued with a test
certificate, with training
offered to operators. An
additional timesaving benefit
of Calor’s FFTs is that, in
contrast to manufacturer
fitted tanks, we will take

responsibility for all
maintenance and testing of
all FFTs, leaving you free to
concentrate on your
business without the burden
of maintenance schedules.

“Feedback from customers
using FFTs has been
extremely positive, with real
financial savings easily
demonstrated, keeping
operators, financial
controllers and business
managers satisfied. For
example, refuelling a cylinder
powered lpg forklift can take
up to 20 minutes. Where
larger fleets operating 24-
hour shift patterns are
refuelled at the start of every
shift, this can mean the truck
is out of operation for up to

an hour a day whilst
refuelling. Take a fleet of 40
trucks and this becomes one
operator’s working week’s
worth of downtime a day!”

Ensuring operators are
trained properly should also
maximise productivity as
they will be reminded of the
safest, most efficient ways of
refuelling and handling
materials. Training should
not be limited to just new
staff or when a new fleet is
purchased. Existing
operators should receive
ongoing refresher training to
keep health and safety at the
forefront of the business.
Contact Calor Gas Ltd on 
01926 330088 
www.calor.co.uk

Calor FFTs Minimising Downtime
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As an increasing number of
businesses turn to the second
hand forklift truck market, safety
specialist Pyroban is warning of
the dangers of buying used
explosion proof equipment and
emphasising the importance of
EX-ASA safety inspections.

Darren Boiling, customer
services manager for Pyroban,
said: “There is nothing more
dangerous than buying and using
a poorly maintained explosion
proof forklift in a hazardous area.
Unfortunately, buyers are faced
with increasing numbers through
auction websites or through
dealers and traders.”

Pyroban provides explosion
proof modifications for forklift
trucks so that equipment can be
used in potentially explosive
atmospheres. This involves
assessing every component on
a forklift and re-engineering it to
prevent sources of ignition, such
as sparks or heat.

“When Pyroban converts a

truck, it undergoes stringent
tests, which it must pass in
order to be certified as ATEX
compliant,” said Darren. “As
soon as it leaves our factory, it is
then the user’s ultimate
responsibility to ensure it is
properly maintained.

“Despite an attractive price,
some Pyroban trucks in the
second hand market are so old
they are not even ATEX
compliant. But with most forklift
contracts lasting five to seven
years, we are now seeing
increasing numbers built after
2000 that are ATEX compliant in
the second hand market.

“This is where it could become

dangerous, as some dealers
don’t understand what they are
selling. What may appear to be
an explosion proof truck may be
completely unsafe and cause an
explosion. Even if it is safe, how
does the dealer know if it meets
the specification? What Zone, T
class or Gas Group is it built for?”

Whether a company owns,
leases or hires forklift trucks,
there is an obligation across
Europe to ensure that they hold
a valid annual report of thorough
examination. If the truck is
explosion proof, a competent
person should also carry out a
series of safety system checks.

Pyroban offers annual safety
audits to ensure that explosion
proof safety systems are still
safe. Known as an EX-ASA and
carried out onsite, Pyroban’s
inspectors examine all safety
critical components, checking
there are no sources of ignition,
such as heat, sparks or other
forms of energy.

A Pyroban certificate is
awarded if the truck is deemed
safe and passes all checks. After
three years of operation, an EX-
ASA+ inspection may also be
required. Pyroban advises that
an EX-ASA is carried out each
year from new, and that buyers
and sellers of used Pyroban
equipment should insist that an
EX-ASA or EX-ASA+ is carried
out before it is redeployed in an
explosive atmosphere.

Darren said: “If there is an
explosion resulting from the use
of a second hand explosion
proof truck, an investigation will
look at the history, service
regimes, parts used, if the
engineer was trained and when
it was last audited by an
independent inspector. Despite
any business loss, insurance
may be invalidated and it could
lead to prosecution.”
Contact Pyroban on 
01273 466200
www.pyroban.com

Used Forklifts Ignite Pyroban Concerns

Toolboxes Direct has
constructed new workshops
for its manufacturing plant
and a new storage facility.

Tim Gray of Toolboxes
Direct said: “2008/9 was a
busy year for us as we have
been looking at ways to
improve our products and
what can be done to
complement our existing
range of equipment and
services. During this time, we
have constructed new
workshops to rehouse our
manufacturing plant,
together with a new indoor
storage facility. These
improvements in
manufacturing and storage
will help improve the quality
of the products that we
produce and supply.”

Toolboxes Direct
manufactures and supplies
storage products for both
national and international
markets. They are suitable
for use in schools,
universities, hospitals, retail

outlets, industry and
construction sites for the
storage of tools,
hazardous substances,
fuels, chemicals and
flammable products.

Tim said: “All our
products can be
customised by size and
colour to suit a client’s
needs. Company names
and numbers can be welded
onto units free of charge, and
all products are finished with
an anti-corrosive zinc
phosphate semi gloss paint
that protects against the
elements.”

Toolboxes Direct’s product
range includes its Siteboxes,
re-engineered for 2010 to
include medium and heavy-
duty ranges. The heavy duty
Siteboxes are constructed
from 3mm steel sheet
throughout and have fully
formed edges from the sheet,
with internal and external
anti-jemmy protection, twin
heavy duty gas arms to assist

with lid
operation, and

integral lid stay
to lock the lid
in an open
position.

All boxes are
fitted with

metal skids,
predrilled for a

rubber wheel castor
set, and secured with

Chubb five lever insurance
deadlocks, passed on the
same key and key registered
to Toolboxes Direct.
Replacement keys can be
posted out direct on the
same day or collected from
the premises.

Last year, the company
introduced demountable
(heavy duty) and collapsible
(medium duty) pipe racks
mounted on castor sets, as
well as a range of cabinets
for the storage of pipe
fittings, designed to store
equipment onsite.

The company also

manufactures Vanbox 4 Site,
a small van box unit that
secures tools both in the
vehicle and onsite. The unit is
constructed from 2mm steel
sheet with fully formed
edges. It is fitted with a full
length solid bar hinge, twin
five lever Chubb deadlocks
passed on the same key, and
integral lid stay. 

Tim said: “We offer a
bespoke build service for all
of our products, which can
be produced within a few
days. Other products are
stored in our new indoor
facility, and we introduced a
cross hire service in 2009.

“We offer the highest
customer service to all our
customers. If you require any
product today, tomorrow or in
a week’s time, we will ensure
that your requirements are
covered and you have the
goods onsite and on time.”
Contact Toolboxes Direct on
0208 853 1438 
www.toolboxes-direct.co.uk

Pyroban is warning of the dangers of
buying used explosion proof equipment.

Heavy duty unit.

Toolboxes Direct has Storage Covered
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Lifestyle Appliances Ltd has
launched a new product
catalogue for 2010. Managing
director Frank Spencer
established Lifestyle Appliances
in 2001 to supply patio heaters
and barbecues to the
commercial leisure market but,
with the contraction of the patio
heater market, the company has
now broadened its product
range to include industrial lp gas
equipment.

Frank said: “The production of
the catalogue was a direct result
of the many requests made by our
customers for a full and
comprehensive catalogue
showing images of the products
on offer with full technical

descriptions. Our portfolio
includes barbecues, patio
heaters, and cabinet and
greenhouse heaters. The
comprehensive range of industrial
lpg equipment we offer includes
regulators, changeovers, hose
and assemblies, torch equipment,
gas fittings and ancillary products,
such as gas cartridges.”

Area sales manager Steve
Goldsworthy joined Lifestyle
Appliances a year ago. With 20
years’ experience in the lp gas
industry, working for companies,
such as Supergas and British
Gas LP Gas, Steve has been
working in lpg equipment sales
to the domestic, commercial
and dealer network for the last

11 years.
He said: “When the

opportunity arose to join
Lifestyle, it was one I couldn’t let
pass by. Having seen Lifestyle
grow very strong as a supplier of
lpg equipment, complementing
their excellent range of leisure
products, I knew it would be a
positive move for me.

“Being part of a great team of
people moving Lifestyle’s
product range forward is an
exciting proposition.”

The company’s head office is
based in Redditch, along with its
warehouse and distribution
operation.

Frank said: “We are ideally
situated at the heart of the

transport network, enabling
Lifestyle to offer next day
deliveries on ex-stock products
and a two or three day service
on palletised quantities. Last
year saw the acquisition of our
own vehicle to further enhance
our ability to offer a prompt and
reliable service.

“Lifestyle Appliances prides
itself on offering not only a full
range of industrial gas
equipment, but also an enviable
after sales and product advice
service on both industrial and
leisure products, renowned
throughout the industry.”
Contact Lifestyle Appliances
Ltd on 01527 65126
www.lifestyleappliances.co.uk

Lifestyle Launches Equipment Catalogue

Continental Product
Engineering Ltd has
launched a new rubber-free
stainless steel hose
assembly for 2010.

Mike Collins, technical
sales manager at
Continental, said: “For many
years, the problems linked
with plasticisers found in
rubber hoses reacting with
lpg passing through them
has raised controversy. Until
recently, there has also been
ambiguity regarding the
inspection period and
lifespan of the rubber
assemblies in service.

“Using a similar design to
the successful range of
stainless steel hoses we
supply to the motorhome and

Eliminating Plasticiser Problems
caravan industry, we have
designed and produced a
pigtail hose with the
elimination of all rubber
internal components, giving
a 20 year lifespan in standard
service conditions.”

The hose comes with
excess flow and non-return,
and consists of stainless
steel convoluted hose with
stainless steel over-braid
covered in a flexible
polyethylene coating. The
hose will be available in
750mm and 1,000mm
lengths, with options for a
prepackaged upgrade kit
with tees and spare washers,
and as an alternative to a
standard changeover kit.

Mike said: “This style of

system not only has
obvious safety benefits
and creates peace of
mind for both the gas
supplier and consumer,
but can also be
provided at a
comparably
competitive price to its
rubber counterpart. We
feel this is a major step
forward in hose
production and look
forward to the
elimination of problems
that have plagued the
industry.”

Contact Continental
Product Engineering Ltd
on 01508 528060
www.continentalproduct.co.uk Stainless steel hose.



On Monday 11th January, the Department for Transport (DfT) agreed

to a limited emergency relaxation of the enforcement of the EU

drivers  ̓hours and working time rules for drivers of LPG tankers. The

first temporary relaxation applied from 23.59 on Monday 11th and

until 23.59 on Monday 18th January. This was then followed by a

further temporary extension 23.59 on Monday 25th and until 23.59 on

Monday 1st February. The extensions were given based on the case

put forward by UKLPG on behalf of the industry. 

The most recent announcement is the final extension that the DfT

have indicated they are prepared to agree, anything after this would

require the EUʼs agreement, but based on reports collated and

presented by UKLPG the extension does seem to have alleviated

some of the problems created by the recent adverse weather. 

The weather has offered some real challenges for those involved in bulk

LPG, highlighting the need for councils to review their salt supplies and

decisions on the “priority” routes for winter 2010 and emphasises the gas

supplierʼs heroic efforts to get through to their customers. 

Full details of the notifications are available on 

the UKLPG website. 

Increased Hours
for LPG Drivers 

Introduction
& Welcome...

2010 Dates for 
Your Diaries

UKLPGʼs Exceptional Energy Conference

Tuesday 18th May and Wednesday 19th May Wyboston Lakes Conference Centre, Bedford. 

Tuesday 18th May 9.30 – 2.30pm UKLPG Golf Tournament, open to delegates and partners of all abilities, or for

those who have never played before there will be an opportunity of a group lesson led by the golf pro. Offering a great

opportunity to mingle and network with delegates and guests. 

2.00 – 3.00pm Registration for those not participating in the golf, refreshments and sandwiches will be available.

The delegates participating in the golf will then join the other conference delegates. 

3.00 – 5.30pm There will be a programme of workshop sessions.

For partners there is minibus that will leave at 2.30pm to take guests into

Cambridge and collect them again at 5pm returning to Wyboston Lakes. 

7.30 – Midnight  UKLPG Gala Dinner

Wednesday 19th May 9.30 – 1.00pm Keynote Speakers and Presentations. 

1.00pm  Lunch will be available in the restaurant and then depart. 

A new year, a new decade and the association starts the year with a new

Chairman; Stephen Rennie, Managing Director of Calor Ltd, and he is joined

by Nikki Brown, Director of Cavagna (UK) as our Vice President and Pat

Ardis, Director of CamGas, as the new UKLPG Treasurer. At this point I would

like to express my thanks to David Asquith, Stephen Rennie, and Nikki Brown

respectively for their support both to the UKLPG team and the industry over

the last two years. 

Not only is there a new look Board for UKLPG, but based on your feedback

we have created a programme of events that combines networking with

concise and interesting presentations. Our Annual Conference in May is still

the main event for 2010, but the new programme includes a UKLPG golf

tournament, an entertaining Gala Dinner and a great line up of presenters at

an affordable price. 

“I am delighted to tell you that two keynote speakers have been confirmed 

for the event: Ross Brindle, Programme Director of Energetics Inc. based 

in the US and Eric Johnson, Director of Atlantic Consulting based in 

Europe.  Ross Brindle has carried out work with the WLPGA, National

Propane Council, and the International Energy Agency . His recent work 

with the WLPGA focused on the energy efficiencies of LPG.

Eric Johnson has worked with the AEGPL, producing Scientific 

Research documents such as Black Carbon and Global Warming: 

Impacts of Common Fuels and LPG’s Carbon Footprint Relative 

to Other Fuels.

Further details of the event can be 

found below and are also available 

on our website”



UKLPG Sets Itʼs
Priorities for 2010

Members
Lounge
Check Out the New Our
Members Directory!
The new and improved directory is now live
so check out your business entries!

Remember if you
are not on there
it is because we
need you to
complete the
Information
Request form
along with your
membership
declaration and
return it to us. 

New Members
UKLPG wanted to take this opportunity to
welcome new members who joined at the
end of 2009 and January 2010:
Full Members
The Taulbut Corporation – Mark Taulbut
Lloyd Ash – Lloyd Ash
PG Gas  - Harry Sutton

LPG 
Training 
Review 
Gets 
Underway

Ian McCluskey, HSSE and Technical
Manager for Shell, will be leading a small
group to create the new National
Occupational Standards for the industry.
These standards will govern the training
criteria that the Awarding Bodies deliver, and
so provides a good opportunity for the LPG
industry to review and improve the existing
criteria. The group will be working with
Richard Wildman of Energy and Utility Skills
Ltd, the organisation responsible for the
overall process. This work gets underway on
the 29th January and has to be completed
by May 2010.

Autogas News

Welcome to:
KJM Reading, Berkshire
Unique LPG, Lancashire

Leavers:
A T Autogas, Devon
Derbyshire Autogas Systems
JB 4x4 Engineering
Jumblie Ltd, Leicestershire
South Lincs Autos Ltd
Green Conversions, Warwickshire
Spinningdale Motors, Highland

Companies Removed from the Scheme
The following companies have been removed
from the Scheme by the Association

Gas n Go Middlesex
Tasso Autogas, London

UKLPGʼs intentions for this year have been

clearly set when you take a look at the

Working Groups that have been

established for 2010.

The Off Gas Grid Lobbying 

working Group

The Off Gas Grid Lobbying Group will be

chaired by the former UKLPG Chairman and

Energy Director of Countrywide Farmers,

David Asquith. With the growing number of

consultations coming from UK government

and with their growing emphasis on

renewable energies it is important that this

group gets focused on which policies could

fundamental affect LPG business and argues

the positive benefits of LPG. More over with

the imminent general election it is important

any potential decision maker has an

awareness of LPG. The first meeting of this

group is on the 4th February. For a copy of

the full terms of reference and those who

make up the group please go to the Members

Lounge area of the UKLPG website. 

Autogas Lobbying working Group

The second working group will be chaired

by Martin Welsh, National Manager of BP

(LPG) UK and this group will continue the

work started in 2009 on Autogas Lobbying.

One of the groupʼs immediate roles will be

to organize and prepare for the Budget

meetings over the next months and will be

advocating a strong message for the need

for longer term commitment on fuel duty.

This groupʼs first meeting was on the 28th

January, and progress will be reported in

subsequent issues of the UKLPG news

pages and our electronic newsletter Talking

Exceptional Energy. 

Round 
up of 2009

Whilst this was a difficult year for installers, there
were some positive highlights:

Despite sadly a number of installers closing or
giving up conversions we had 10 companies, all
of whom were existing installers, join the
Scheme and finally ended up with 180
companies, only a small reduction from the end
of 2008.

The Quality Assurance Programme continued
to show improving standards of conversions by
approved installers with an increase to 20%
being excellent and an increase to 71% being
good. I think this is very encouraging for the
industry and in 2010 you will be aware of our
plans to increase inspections to focus on the
remaining installers which need to raise those
standards if the companies are to remain in the
Scheme.

Complaints received have also reduced with
just 17 being received against approved
installers, most of which we were able to help
the installer resolve satisfactorily with the
customer and as usual there were a number of
cases where we were able to support  those
installers who were subject to unreasonable
demands for their customers. We also sought
the support of Trading Standards in 5 cases of
unsatisfactory work by non approved installers.

In 2010 my primary focus will be on our planned
improvements for the Improved Installer
Scheme. To allow me to do this, Lisa 

Thomson will be taking over my lobbying role   
which is now being reported in the main 

UKLPG section above.
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The World LP Gas Association
(WLPGA) says it recognises that
not everyone can easily attend
its World Forum event, this year
planned for Madrid in
September, and will organise
one day regional summits
covering global and local issues.
The WLPGA held its Africa LP
Gas Summit last year, and plans
to hold its first Asian LP Gas
Summit on February 23.

The Asian summit will focus
on issues that are pertinent to
the region, including sessions on
the development of the lp gas
business in Asia, and good
safety and business practices.
Over 130 people attended the

African summit, which resulted
in a joint memorandum being
signed with the Nigerian LP Gas
Association and the Nigerian
Ministry of Energy that set out an
agreed way forward to develop
the lp gas industry in the region
over the next five years.

The Asian summit will target
countries with lp gas markets
under development, especially
those with populations
struggling to access affordable,
modern energy. The theme will
focus on how populations in
remote locations can gain
access to lpg in a safe, efficient
and affordable way.

The Asian Development Bank

will be involved through its
recently launched Energy For All
(E4 All) partnership, with which
the WLPGA is also involved. E4
All aims to bring business,
governments and non-
governmental organisations
together to increase access to
energy in the Asia Pacific region.

The partnership aims to
provide access to modern energy
services to 100 million people in
the region by 2015, and many of
its stakeholders are likely to
attend the summit. The summit is
expected to attract around 150
participants from Australia,
Japan, Pakistan Malaysia and
surrounding countries.

WLPGA Plans Asian Summit

The Energy Ministry in
Thailand has said that lp gas
imports in 2010 could rise to
more than one million
tonnes, a rise of up to 33 per
cent over 2009 imports.
Peerapol Sakarin, director
general of the Department of
Energy Business, has
forecast that demand for lpg
could average as much as
500,000 tonnes a month in
2010, up from 400,000 tonnes
last year, mostly for
household use.

The director general said
that Thailand’s lpg production
capacity was 350,000 tonnes
less than that consumed in
the country last year.

He said: “Oil prices have
jumped since early this year
and this may encourage
more car owners to modify
engines to be lpg compatible
instead.”

PTT Plc, Thailand’s sole lpg
importer, is projecting
imports of up to 350,000
tonnes before the end of
March. The country became
a net importer of lpg two
years ago.

Peerapol Sakarin said:
“Even though this is not the
first time we have imported
lpg, we still need permission
from the Marine Department
and Customs Department, as
the gas logistics require
serious controls to ensure
safety.”

PTT has been asked to
delay the annual
maintenance shutdown of its
oil refineries and gas
separation plants in order to
secure lpg output for the
year. PTT’s sixth gas
separation plant is among
the 64 projects suspended by
a court order in the Map Ta
Phut industrial area. The
plant was scheduled to open
in 2010 with a capacity of
700,000 tonnes per year.

Thailand
Imports
Rise

Adaptive Materials Inc,
based in Michigan, USA, has
been awarded a $3 million
contract to provide 60 watt
lpg powered fuel cells to the
United States Air Force
(USAF). The company has
been working with the USAF
to determine the feasibility of
using fuel cells to power
communications and
surveillance technology in
the field.

Michelle Crumm, Adaptive
Materials’ chief business
officer, said: “Over the last 10
years, Adaptive Materials has
been a leader in the
development and delivery of
portable, lightweight and
safe fuel cells to the US
military and we continue to
drive the innovation of fuel
cell technology. We are
confident that procurement
of Adaptive Materials’ fuel

cells for widespread military
use is the next step in our
evolution.”

Adaptive Materials will
concentrate on the
toughening, reliability, power
density and start up time of
the fuel cells, which will be
initially designed for 72 hour
missions. The company is
aiming to deliver the fuel
cells to the USAF for testing
at the end of 2010.

USAF Orders Lpg Cells

Lp gas use in Mexico, the
world’s top per capita lpg user,
may have reached a high point
as the country increasingly
embraces natural gas and
energy efficiency. In a recent
report, Mexico’s Energy Ministry
has said that lpg consumption
hit its peak at 333,000 barrels a
day in 2002, dropping to
286,000 barrels in 2009.

According to the ministry’s
2009–2024 outlook for lpg,
consumption will grow only 0.1
per cent per year in that time. Lpg
imports are expected to fall to
48,000 barrels a day in 2024 from
89,000 in 2008, or 3.8 per cent
per year, as state owned oil
company Petroleos Mexicanos

(Pemex), which has a monopoly
on the production and importation
of lpg, steps up production to
282,000 barrels per day in 2024
from 209,000 in 2008. 

Lpg no longer has an
economic advantage as a
vehicle fuel as a result of
changes in Mexican government
policy, and car and truck fleets
are abandoning the fuel after
converting to it in the 1990s.
Another consequence has been
consolidation in the distribution
market.

One industry official said: “The
government tells you what you
are going to pay for it and how
much you are going to sell it for,
and what’s left over isn’t

enough.”
Octavio Perez Salazar,

director of lpg industry group
Asocimex, said: “The big groups
are buying the medium and
small ones, because for them it’s
no longer a viable business.” 

Some Mexico City
neighbourhoods have switched
to natural gas, but the densely
populated centre of the country
will still be reliant on lpg for the
foreseeable future.
Approximately 72 per cent of
Mexico’s 27 million households
use lpg. 

Perez said that Mexico would
probably remain the world’s top
per capita user of lpg – currently
68kg per year – for some time.

Mexico Reaches Peak
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Stephen Fricker at Gas
Power UK Ltd is looking for
Approved Installers to join
him in the Autogas Challenge
in September. Driving from
Lands End to John O’Groats,
participants will compete for
the closest autogas
consumption compared to
petrol consumption.

Entry will cost £250 per
vehicle and Stephen hopes to
recruit a total of 22 cars,
each with two drivers, for the
challenge.

Stephen, who recently
joined UKLPG’s autogas
management team, said: “We
were looking for ways to
promote lpg autogas and I
suggested that we revisit the
idea of the Autogas
Challenge. The aim is to give
journalists a reason to write
about autogas – and to have
a bit of fun doing it!

“We will meet in Exeter and
drive to Lands End on petrol
to measure the fuel

consumption. We will then
drive to John O’Groats on lpg
autogas and compare the
two consumptions. Whoever
has the smallest difference
between the two will win a
£250 prize.

“We hope to make this an
annual event, and expect it to
be very competitive. There’s
nothing in the rules that says
that installers can’t tweak
their vehicles.”

Countrywide LPG in
Gloucestershire will provide
lunch and the entry fee
includes bed and breakfast
accommodation. Fuel
marshals have already been
appointed, but Stephen is
hoping to recruit more lpg
suppliers to refuel the
vehicles along the route.

If you would like to be involved in
the Autogas Challenge, contact
Stephen Fricker at Gas Power
UK on 01392 879290 or
steve@gaspoweruk.co.uk

Take the Autogas Challenge

Philippe Schultz, head of
energy and environment
planning at Renault SA,
France’s second largest
carmaker, says that demand
for lpg vehicles in Europe
may triple within the next five
years and sales of new lpg
cars will increase to six per
cent of total vehicles sales in
the European Union from
about two per cent now.

Speaking at the UN climate
change conference in

December, he said: “There is
plenty of lpg and, when you
look at the price, it’s cheap.
When you look at the price
over the past five years, it
has been impressively flat
and it will likely remain 
that way.”

Eighty per cent of Renault
cars sold in Italy last year
were lpg powered, and
penetration rates of the fuel
in some European markets
have reached 15–20 per cent.

European Demand
May Triple

Lima Kit Lima B Kit

4 cylinder £279 £249

6 cylinder £398 £350

8 cylinder £459 £399

All prices are plus 
delivery plus vat.

Please call 02380 232485 
to order.

Lima Front End Kit Prices

British Touring Car crew Team
Aon, which includes driver Tom
Onslow-Cole, who recently test-
drove a Honda Civic Type R
converted to autogas with a
Prins VSI system for Prins
Autogas UK Ltd, has confirmed
that it is converting its Ford
Focus to lpg for the 2010
Dunlop MSA British Touring Car
Championship. The vehicle, run
by Arena International
Motorsport, will be tested at the
Guadix circuit in Spain.

“We’ve considered an
alternative fuel source and are
currently evaluating a switch to
lpg to see if there are possibilities
for us,” said team boss Mike
Earle. “Given the increasing
awareness of environmental
issues, which motorsport in
general needs to address, and
the commercial opportunities that
may exist, it makes sense for us
to investigate the possibilities. It’s
certainly something we would be
interested in.”

Race to Convert 

Team Aon is converting its Ford Focus to lpg.
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Job too big?
Do you need help to 
fulfil a larger contract?
We will install above or below ground
Agricultural, Industrial, Commercial
LPG pipework on your behalf.
Qualified engineers.

Phone HAT LTD 01507 522280
Est 1976

PIPEWORK

SUPPLIERS OF CAR’GAS (AUTOGAS)
& SKID UNITS

BULK LPG DELIVERIES UP TO 
18 TONNES

CONTRACT AND CYLINDER FILLING

CARDIFF GAS
Sully Moors Rd, Sully, Vale of Glamorgan CF64 5RP

Tel: 029 2034 3222 / 01446 420444
Fax: 01446 721999

CONTRACT FILLINGLPG PLANT

FOR SALE

FIRE PROTECTION

STORAGE, DESIGN & INSTALLATION

SECURITY CAGES

QUALITY COMPLIANT STORAGE FOR YOUR CYLINDERS
STANDARD SIZES AVAILABLE FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY UK MAINLAND

ANY SIZE CAGE OR COMPOUND BUILT TO ORDER

TOOLBOXES DIRECT 9–37 WESTMOOR STREET CHARLTON LONDON SE7 8NR
(T) 0208 858 3602  (F) 0208 858 7414   

Email: toolboxesdirect@aol.com  www.toolboxes-direct.co.uk

QUALITY  •  VALUE  •  SECURITY

GAS BOTTLE STORAGE CAGES
FIXED FRAME UNITS AND LOOSE BOLTED FLAT PACKED

OLD PARK ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD
WOODS LANE, CRADLEY HEATH, WEST MIDLANDS B64 7AN

Tel: 00 44 (0) 1384 412550     Fax: 00 44 (0) 1384 410784

• Design, Fabrication, Installation and maintenance
of Bulk storage L.P.G. installations for industrial
users, Aerosol manufacturers and Resellers.

• Design & fabrication of Destenching columns 
to PD.5500 Cat 2.

• Design & Fabrication of L.P.G. Vaporisers.

• Design & Fabrication of L.P.G. Regulator Stations.

For more information please contact:
Graham J. Cornforth – Mobile: 07799 118887
Email: oldpark@blueyonder.co.uk
Richard Beet – Mobile: 07799 118886
Email: info@oldparklpg.co.uk
www.oldparklpg.co.uk

MEMBER OF UKLPG

JOHN WIGFULL & Co Ltd
First Hangings, Blaby Road,

Enderby, Leicester LE19 4AQ

Tel: 0116 286 2287

Fax: 0116 275 1232

email: wigfullr@btinternet.com

Design, Assessment and Maintenance 

of all types of LPG Installations

LPG Dispenser Calibration Service

LPG System Testing

Member UKLPG and APEA • 1” nominal size for 80 l/min 
• 25 bar pressure rating
• Seals in both directions
• Shuts fully irrespective of impact direction 
• Non-spark brass construction

LPG SHEAR VALVES

RISBRIDGER LTD, 25 Trowers Way, 
Holmethorpe Ind Est, Redhill, Surrey RH1 2LH

Tel: 08456 442323     Fax: 08456 442453

VALVES

visit us @
www.lpgasdirectory.com

and
www.lpgasmagazine.co.uk

Advertisement 
Enquiries

Tel: 01323 411044
Fax: 01323 411050
email: tracey@prgltd.co.uk

L.P.G. DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION & INSTALLATION

METCALFE AND EVANS LIMITED
THERMAL WORKS, QUEEN STREET,GOLBORNE, WARRINGTON. WA3 3AF

Tel: 01942 723652  Fax: 01942 271224
Email: sales@metcalfe-evans.com   Web: http://www.metcalfe-evans.com

• Turnkey Contracts
• All Mechanical and Electrical Work Undertaken
• All Parts of the UK Covered
• 5 Year and 10 Year Tests
• Full Electrical Surveys
• Plans and Drawings Prepared on AutoCAD
• No job Too Big or Too Small
• Competitive Prices
• Free Survey and Quotation Anywhere in UK
• Electrical Vaporisers 3Kw -- 45Kw

CONTACT OUR SALES STAFF ON: 01942 723652

DESIGN 
AND BUILD
BULK L.P.G.
CONTRACTOR

AIR/GAS LEAK DETECTION

Leak
Detection
Spray

l Non-inflammable
l With corrosion inhibitor
l Non-toxic and biodegradable
l Free from oils, halogens, salts, metals and

CFCs (since 1973)
l Propellant: Compressed Air
l Totally safe to user, equipment, environment

and ozone layer
l Can with 360o valve - spray at any angle from

upright to inverted
l NATO Stock No: 4910-99-930-4489
l For sub-zero ambient temperatures down to

-45o use GOTEC LT45

Gotec Trading Limited
Boulton Road
Pin Green
Stevenage
Herts SG1 4QL
Telephone 01438 740400
Fax 01438 740005

At the press of a button - GOTEC LDS
is instantly ready to locate the smallest
low pressure leaks from compressed air
and every other gas - quickly, reliably,
safely and conveniently.

Samuel Maritime Limited
LPG Cylinders, Bulk Tanks, 

Road Tankers, Equipment etc.

Shipping to/from UK – FCL & LCL

Tel/Fax: 01246 555938 
Mobile: 07951 693798 

Email: samuelo@btconnect.com

S. J. Fire Protection 
(Services) Ltd

8 Linnet Close, Herons Reach,
Blackpool FY3 8FL

Installers of passive fire protection
to the outside of LPG tanks &

spheres throughout the UK

For a free quotation or advice, 
contact Steve Jones on: 

01253 300799 or 
07802 443395

Fax: 01253 302440
sjfirepro@yahoo.co.uk
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Other Courses Available;
Water Regulations Energy Efficiency Part L
Mains Fed Hot Water Systems Renewable Awareness
Legionella and Disinfection Solar Domestic Hot Water

For full details contact Alan White or Alison Allan
Tel: 01292 293487. Fax: 01292 263889.
Email: a.allan@ayrcoll.ac.uk

Courses can be tailored to suit your needs, weekdays, weekends, or day release
with catering, certification fees and training materials supplied on all courses.
Initial and re-assessment routes are available for all gas safety courses

ACS Gas Domestic Courses
Self teach material available online for all candidates.
Core, central heating, cookers, fires, water heaters, warm air, meters, etc.

CPA Combustion Performance Analysis

Gas Foundation
New entrants to the industry, Category 3

LPG and caravan appliances

Industrial and Commercial Gas Courses
Core, and a full range of commercial appliance courses.

SOUTH WEST PENINSULAR TRAINING LTD

Contact Carmen or Liz at: 
SOUTH WEST PENINSULAR TRAINING LTD
Westover Trading Estate, 
Langport, Somerset TA10 9RB
Tel: 01458 253493
Fax: 01458 253445
Email: Sales@swptraining.co.uk
www.swptraining.co.uk

l Domestic Core & Appliances
l Non-Domestic Core & Appliances
l Commercial Core Catering & Appliances
l Swimming Pool Boilers
l LPG
l LPG Generators
l Static & Touring Caravans
l Boats

l OFTEC Oil Assessment & Training
l Un-vented Domestic Hot Water
l Legionella
l Water Regulations
l Gas Safety Training
l Electrical Part P
l C&G 17th edition upgrade & initial
l Courses Designed for Specific Needs

South West Regional Winners

Logic4training is now offering a
range of safety training courses
at its Northolt and Basildon
centres, from general health and
safety awareness to specific
training, such as the site
supervisors’ safety training
scheme, fire safety courses and
a half-day manual handling
course.

Mark Krull, managing director
at Logic4training, said: “As with
all training, keeping your
workforce skilled and qualified
makes business sense. Firms
who invest in training benefit
from higher standards of
workmanship and performance,
and are better placed to win
contracts. Safety is of the
utmost importance, as mistakes,
at best, may prove costly to
employers and, at worst, fatal.”

Logic4training will also open a
new centre in Luton in March,
and is offering a 20 per cent
discount on all training courses
to the first 100 candidates. 

Mark Krull said: “Our Luton
centre is better placed for our
customers in the Home
Counties and East Midlands,
and is a modern, 10,000sq ft
building within easy reach of the
motorway network. With the
same high quality levels of
service and training facilities as
our centres in Northolt and
Basildon, the new centre will
provide the full range of
Logic4training courses,
delivered by an experienced
team of training professionals.”
Contact Logic4training on
0208 845 7222
www.logic4training.co.uk

Handling the Training

The Energy Training Centre
at South Worcestershire
College, formally known as
Evesham & Malvern Hills
College, is celebrating 20
years of lp gas training and
assessment. The college
launched lpg training in 1990
through the ACOP scheme
under the Construction
Industry Training Board
(CITB), now known as the
Construction Skills
Certification Scheme.

In 2004, the Learning and
Skills Council for Gas Safety
Training awarded the Centre
Of Vocational Excellence
Award to the Energy Centre
and, with the support of local
heating and plumbing
businesses to assist
students, the centre now
provides NVQs and
apprenticeships for young

people in and around the
counties of Worcestershire,
Warwickshire and
Gloucestershire.

College principal Michael
O’Brien said: “These
developments will continue
to strengthen the college’s
commitment to the heating
and plumbing industry, in
addition to providing a fully
comprehensive and well
equipped training facility.”
Contact South Worcestershire
College on 01386 712675
www.sworcs.ac.uk

College Celebrates
20 Years of Lpg

Logic4training is offering a range of safety courses.

South Worcestershire College’s
Energy Training Centre.

Advertisement 
Enquiries
Tel: 01323 411044
Fax: 01323 411050
email: tracey@prgltd.co.uk



n Wholesale supplier of lpg

n Dealer of lpg

For which supplier?

n Distributor of lpg

For which supplier?

Please tick which market sectors:

n Residential
n Manufacturing
n Camping
n Caravanning
n Agricultural
n Commercial  
n Industrial
n Other

n Manufacturer of lpg-fired equipment

What type of equipment (e.g. fires, lighting)?

n Distributor of lpg-fired equipment

What type of equipment (e.g. fires, lighting)?

n Manufacturer of lpg equipment

What type of equipment 
(e.g. meters, storage)?

n Distributor of lpg equipment

What type of equipment 
(e.g. meters, storage)?

n Builders merchant/retailer

n Maintenance contractor

n End user

n Transporter

n Training

n Supplier of autogas products/services

n Engineering services

n Installer

Other:

Please tick how many employees:

n 1–10
n 11–50
n 51–100
n Over 100

PLEASE TICK THOSE BOXES WHICH APPLY TO YOUR COMPANY AND SIGN AND DATE BELOW

SIGNATURE: DATE:

PLEASE PHOTOCOPY AND RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM TO   
PRG Ltd, The Point, College Road, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN21 4JJ. Or by fax on: 01323 411050
International subscribers will be charged an annual £40 fee for postage and packaging

REGISTER
AS AN LP GAS READER
LP Gas contains everything you need to keep up-to-date with the latest issues
facing the lp gas industry – everything from autogas to training to product features. 

If you have not registered as an LP Gas reader in the last two years, complete and
return the form below to receive your six issues a year, and your free copy of the
annual LP Gas Directory.

Full name:

Job title:

Company:

Address:

Post Code:

Telephone: Fax:

Email: Website:



The Pressure Systems Safety Regulations
require that an LPG installation be properly
maintained in good repair so as to prevent
danger. This includes the hoses being
maintained within a recognised test regime.
Based on UKLPG CoP 14 this would include
annual testing.

We offer:
u A cost effective professional, documented

approach to hose testing
u Onsite LPG hose testing
u Testing to COP 14
u Testing of your ACME threads
u Refitting of hoses
u Certifying of hoses
u Supply of new LPG hoses
u The work is done by our trained/certified

LPG engineer.

The benefits
The work is done ONSITE at your premises,
so no hassle sending the hoses away, waiting
days and having the vehicle off the road. 
Little downtime as your vehicle will be ready
same day. 

Elaflex produce
u NEW ZVG2 lightweight LPG nozzle.
u Orange band LPG reeling & vapour hoses

for tankers, factories to EN1762.
u Lightweight, service life – guaranteed.
u LPG plasticiser free dispenser hoses.
u Hoses are fully marked for traceability.
u LPG rubber bellows/expansion joints.
u Safety break couplings ARK 19.3. Non

rusting. Reconnectable under pressure!
Call us now for more details or have our
representative call you.

The lightweight hoses drivers are asking for!

Call us now:
Tel: 01992 452950
Mob: 0781 063 7250
Fax: 01992 452911

ELAFLEX Ltd
Hoddesdon

Herts, EN11 0PA
sales@elaflex.co.uk

www.elaflex.co.uk

New ZVG 2 lightweight
nozzle/plasticiser free hose
& ARK 19 safety break,
reconnectable u/ pressure

LPG expansion joint/
other types available

ELAFLEX LPG Orange
band product transfer
hoses to EN 1762


